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Abstract 

For use in the automotive industry the Controller Area Network (CAN) fieldbus idea was developed by 
Bosch. Nowadays CAN buses are also used in medical devices and on several other fields where reliability of 
the network is of major importance. The CAN protocol is a protocol that is said to be "crashfree". 

During my graduation period this CAN protocol was modelled and implemented. The work is based on two 
reports of the University of Technology Eindhoven. First the CAN protocol was studied, then two state 
machines were developed to implement the main functionality, the bit timing part of the Physical layer and 
the control part of the data-link layer. Around this several other parts operate to implement CAN. 
The most important features of CAN are the bit-timing, the arbitration and the fault control. Furthermore 
CAN uses bit-stuffing, CRC, Acknowledgements and data fields of different length. It all has to operate at 
bit-rates between 20kbps and IMbps. 

Another constraint is that TNO uses a FPGA in which the design has to be programmed. A FPGA has a 
limited space and the CAN design, together with a microprocessor and an interface unit have to fit in the 
FGGA. 

The final result is that the CAN model exists out of two main state machines, one for the physical and one for 
the data-link layer. Both are fully implemented in the tool Visual HDL. Simulations show that the design is 
working correctly. During this testing, several test frames were used to test the correct handling of a frame 
and exceptional cases like arbitration loss, bit-errors, frame-errors, CRC and bitstuffing. 

It still has to be programmed into the FPGA itself. However all the synthesis steps in the tools Leonardo 
Spectrum and Maxplus2, to do that are successfully done and the speed constraints are satisfied. 
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1 Introduction 

For use in the automotive industry a new field bus was developed by the German company Bosch. 
This field bus is nowadays known as the Controller Area Network (CAN) bus. The reason for this 
was the expensive and chaotic way of wiring. So the idea was born to develop a field bus that 
replaces all those wires. Because of the original use in cars, the protocol had to be very reliable 
and robust. This functionality is the reason that CAN nowadays is used in many other industrial 
applications as medical systems, elevator control systems and general production line control 
systems. 

Another term much heard lately is "core". A core can be seen as a hardware module with a 
specific functionality and a well-defined interface. There are two different cores, a hard-core and a 
soft-core. The difference is that a soft-core is technology independent. A hard-core is the core that 
is developed especially for one technology. The chips manufactured are more and more a 
combination of different single core's. In this way a system on a chip (SOC) is created. This is 
shown in figure 1.1. 

CAN 
core 

controllers 

Microprocessor 
core 

Figure 1.1, a SOC example 

Here the CAN core is used in a chip that had an on board core of a microprocessor. 

This resulted in the idea to develop a CAN core. The CAN model to be implemented and the 
implementation is what this report is about. 
The first standard of the CAN protocol describes CAN-A. A few years later, an extended version 
of the CAN protocol was defined: CAN-B. There are a few changes in the frame format between 
the two versions. Because CAN-B standards CAN-A as a sub-standard, we implement CAN-B and 
the core is compatible with both versions. 

First an explanation of the CAN protocol is given. Several important aspects of this protocol are 
highlighted. In the chapters 3, 4 and 5 the implementation of this protocol will be explained in 
detail. After that, in chapter 6 some information about testing the design is given. Chapter 7 
explains how the design is synthesised and presents the results of it. The report is ended by the 
conclusions and some simulation results. 
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2 The Controller Area Network 

This chapter will give an introduction in the world of the CAN bus. Before we go deep into the 
technical implementation, fist the CAN protocol will be explained here. 
The CAN protocol only specifies the physical layer and the datalink layer of the 7 layer OSI 
reference model. The other 5 layers are supposed to be handled by the higher order protocols. In 
this report this is not discussed. 
The physical layer is known as the PLS (Physical Signalling) layer (together with some connecting 
part to translate the '1' -s and '0' -s into physical terms). The datalink layer is divided into a MAC 
(Medium Access Control) layer and a LLC (Logic Link Control) layer. The latter one can be seen 
as an interface to the microprocessor. Graphically this is shown in figure 2.1: 

I User Program I 
j 

" 
I Micro Processor I 

j~ 

~, 

l Interface I 
~ 

~, 

I MAC layer Implementation I 
.. ~ 
." 

I PLS layer Implementation I 
.. ~ 
.,,. 

I B us Connector I 
.... 

." 

Figure 2.1, CAN implementation. 

Important to know is that a CAN frame does not contain an address. All nodes can receive all 
frames. By use of a filtering mechanism, each node accepts only the frames that are relevant (by 
comparing the identifiers), all other frames simply are ignored. Instead of using an address, the 
identifier field describes the frame information. 

In CAN the messages are ordered. Before setting up the network, the identifiers of the messages 
are stored. This means the most important messages (frames) get the identifiers with the highest 
priority. During the arbitration (chapter 2.2.2) the frame that has the highest priority identifier gets 
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the bus access. Furthermore this priority is used to difference CAN-A and CAN-B. CAN-A is the 
standard CAN. Here we have an eleven bits identifier. CAN-B is the later developed extended 
CAN. Here the identifier field is lengthened to 29 bits. In that way more different messages can be 
generated. We speak: of a recessive bit when a logical '1' is meant. A logical '0' is known as a 
dominant bit. On the actual bus (physical link) a dominant bit overrules a recessive bit. So a '0' 
has a higher priority in the identifier than a '1' 
The PLS- and MAC layer implementation are also called the CAN bitprocessor, because in these 
units, all implementations that have a bit-critical timing are done. This part is fully discussed in 
this report. The LLC layer (interface) is byte oriented. 

To get an idea about the bus speeds on a CAN bus the following recommendations yield: 
• 1Mbps for bus lengths up to 40 metres (must be guaranteed). 
• SooKbps for bus lengths up to 100 metres. 
• 2S0Kbps for bus lengths up to 200 metres. 
• 12SKbps for bus lengths up to Soo metres. 
• For longer distances a speed of 20Kbps must be guaranteed. 

The number of nodes on a network is theoretically unlimited. But in general networks over 100 
nodes are seldom seen. 

2.1 The Physical layer 

At analogue level we can see the CAN bus as a pair of parallel wires, terminated at each end with 
a load resistor to suppress reflections. The nodes are connected to both lines, like shown in figure 
2.2. 

CAN 
node 

I 

W 
Figure 2.2, Bus connection 
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When all the transistors of the nodes on the bus are turned off, the bus is in the recessive state. 
When the transistor pair of at least one node is switched on, the bus is in the dominant state. Now a 
current flow through the terminating resistors is generated and a voltage difference between the 
both lines is created. When the voltage difference exceeds a threshold value the bus is seen as 
dominant. Graphically this is shown in figure 2.3. 

Vee 

Mean voltage 
level 

recessive dominant recessive 

Figure 2.3, Bitlevels 

Now lets consider the digital part of the PLS layer. This part is fully implemented in the CAN 
core. In chapter 4 the implementation is explained in detail. Here first the functionality of the 
digital PLS part wiIl be explained. Important terms here are segments and synchronisation. 

Segments: 
The PLS layer consists of a complicated timing part. The bit time (duration of 1 bit on the bus) is 
divided into 4 segments, as described below. 
Each segment consists out of one or more Time Quanta (TQ). The bit time is between 8 and 25 
TQ. A TQ is generated out of the oscillator clock and a user defined divider value. 
• The synchronisation segment (sync_seg) always has a length of 1 TQ. The arrival of a new bit 

is supposed to be in this segment. 
• The propagation segment (prop_seg) is programmable between 1 and 8 TQ. This segment is 

used because of the internal delays in the network (signal propagation time and the internal 
delay in anode). 

• The phase buffer 1 segment (phasel_seg) is programmable between 1 and 8 TQ. During this 
segment the bit-time can be lengthened (this is called: resynchronisation). 

• The phase buffer 2 segment (phase2_seg) is programmable between 1 and 8 TQ. During this 
segment the shortening of the bit time is carried out. 

Each TQ consists out of 1 to 32 clockpulses. This is a user defined value and does not change 
during bus operation. Figure 2.4 shows that the bus sample is taken at the end of the Phase 1 
segment. At that time (already some clockcycles since the value was put on the bus) the bitlevel 
is stable. 

Prop_seg 

Sample point 

Figure 2.4, Sampling 
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In the CAN protocol there is no relation between the number of TQ in each segment and the data 
rate defined. There also is no (bus delay I bus speed) test frame defined. How this affects the 
implementation is described in more detail in chapter 3. 

Synchronisation: 
In CAN we know two versions of synchronisation, hard synchronisation and resynchronisation. 
Hard synchronisation is done at the start of a frame. During the rest of the frame only 
resynchronisation is done. Resynchronisation is allowed only once per bit time and is done at 
each recessive to dominant edge and optional each dominant to recessive edge. When the edge 
arrives too late, the number of delayed TQ are counted. The phasel segment is lengthened with 
this number. However there is an upper bound, the so-called (user defined) Resynchronisation 
Jump Width (RJW) value. When the number of delayed TQ exceeds the RJW value, the phasel 
segment is lengthened with the RJW value. The resynchronisation is implemented because in 
this way the next bit that arrives is most likely to be in the synchronisation segment again. 
When the new bit arrives (note: this cannot be detected when the two bit values have the same 
level) too early the phase2 segment is cut off and the synchronisation segment is entered. The 
number of TQ, of which the shortening takes place, is between 1 and the RJW -value. 
The standard stays unclear about the resynchronisation in relation to the maximum number of 
TQ. It says: Phase segment 1 is programmable to be I, 2, .. , 8 TQ long. But what when this 
segment is 8 TQ long and a resynchronisation is required? How this is solved in the 
implementation can be read in chapter 4. 

2.2 The MAC layer 

Between the user and the PLS layer the CAN frames that are sent over the bus are built. This is 
done in the so-called MAC layer, which is fully implemented in the CAN core. 
The functionality of the MAC layer as transmit part is the following: 
• LLC frames and interface control information is accepted, 
• CRC calculation, 
• Construction of a MAC frame out of the incoming LLC bytes. 
The functionality of the MAC layer as receive part is the following: 
• Construct the LLC bytes out of the incoming MAC frames, 
• Present the LLC bytes and control information to the LLC layer. 

To achieve the high and stable performance over just one bus, the CAN frames are quite short 
frames, which have a predefined format, but can vary in the data length. In normal operation the 
following four different frame types can occur: 
• Standard remote frame, 

This type of frame is sent when a node wants to receive data, in the standard (CAN-A) frame 
format. All the information about the data (identifier, number of requested data bytes) is sent 
over the bus. This can be seen as a request to the node that owns the data, to start sending it. 

• Standard data frame, 
This type of frame is sent when a node wants to send data. Note that the data length can be 0 
bytes long. 

• Extended remote frame, 
This frame is in fact the same as the standard remote frame, only now an extended identifier is 
sent (CAN-B). 

• Extended data frame. 
This frame is in fact the same as the standard data frame, only now an extended identifier is 
sent. 
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2.2.1 Frame Fields 

The MAC-frames contain predefined bit fields, ended by an interframe space. We see the 
following fields: 
• Start of frame field, 
• Identifier field, 
• Control field, 
• Data field, 
• CRC field, 
• Acknowledge field, 
• End of frame field. 

Start of Frame field: 
This field indicates the start of a data or remote frame. The field is just one dominant bit. It is 
used to synchronise the other nodes that are all waiting to accept new frames. 

Identifier field: 
This field can have two different formats. When we deal with a standard CAN frame it has the 
following format: 

.. .. 

11 bit R 
I 
D 

identifier T E 
R (0) 

.. .. 
Figure 2.5, standard identifier field 

After an 11 bit identifier the RTR (Remote Transmission Request) bit is defined. This bit is 
recessive when the frame is a remote frame and dominant when it is a data frame. (The IDE bit 
officially is part of the control field, so it will be discussed in that field in detail.) 

When the frame is an extended frame, the field format is as follows: 

.. .. 
S I 

11 bit R D 18 bit R 
identifier R E identifier T 

(1) (1) R 

.. .. 

Figure 2.6, extended identifier field 

The first part, the 11 bit identifier is the same as in a standard frame. After the first part of the 
identifier, a recessive SRR (Substitute Remote Request) bit is defined. After the SRR bit, an IDE 
(Identifier Extension) bit is defmed. This bit is recessive in case of an extended frame. After the 
IDE bit, the second part of the identifier is defined, followed by the RTR bit. Just as in a 
standard frame the RTR bit is recessive in case of a remote frame and dominant in case of a data 
frame. 

Control Field: 
The control field also has a different format in case of a standard and a recessive frame. When 
there is a standard frame the control field is as follows: 
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.. 
J 
D R 4 bit 
E 0 DLC 
(0) 

.. .. 
Figure 2.7, standard control field 

In this case the first bit of the control field is the IDE bit. Now it is a dominant bit. Note that this 
indicates that standard frames have a higher priority than extended frames. After the IDE bit a 
reserved (recessive) bit is defined. The receiver also accepts a dominant bit. This is an optional 
bit for possible extension of the protocol in the future. The last part of this field is the 4 bit DLC 
field. It indicates the number of bytes in the data field in a data frame or the requested number of 
data bytes in a remote frame. 

In an extended frame the control field is defined as follows: 

-

R R 4 bit 
1 0 DLC 

.. .. 

Figure 2.8, extended control field 

Instead of the IDE bit here an extra reserved (recessive) bit is inserted here, the rest is the same. 
In this case too, the receiver accepts both recessive as dominant bits when the two reserved bits 
are received. 

Data Field: 
The data field is defined in bytes (of 8 bits) and is always between zero and 8 bytes wide in data 
frames and this field is not used in remote frames. During this field the actual data to be 
transmitted is taken care of. 

CRCField: 
The CRC field is 16 bits wide. This field is divided into two parts, a 15 bit CRC and a CRC 
delimiter, that consists out of a recessive bit. 
The CRC has to be computed out of the bits in the SOF, Identifier, Control and Data fields. How 
the implementation is tackled can be read in chapter 5.2. 

Acknowledge Field: 
In the MAC layer the frames are acknowledged. For this purpose a 2 bit acknowledge field is 
defined. The second bit is the Acknowledge delimiter and is always recessive. The first bit is the 
acknowledge bit. In sending mode, the transmitter puts a recessive bit on the bus. All receivers 
however acknowledge the frame by overwriting it by a dominant bit. Only a dominant bit is 
accepted by the transmitting node. 

End of Frame Field: 
This field consists out of seven recessive bits. 

Interframe space: 
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After a frame is correctly (or not) transmitted and received, an interframe space is entered. The 
first three bits of this interframe space is called the intermission field and consists out of three 
recessive bits. This is implemented for the indication of an overload condition An overload can 
be requested of occurs when a node needs more time to receive the frame. Note that in an 
overload situation, no error occurs. No other node is allowed to send during this field. After the 
intermission field the bus becomes idle and is ready to accept another frame. But when the 
sending node is not very reliable (it already detected some errors. How "some" exactly is 
defined can be read in chapter 5.5), the intermission field is followed by a so--called Suspend 
Transmission field. This is 8 recessive bits wide. During this field other nodes get the 
opportunity to start sending a new frame. When no other node starts to send a new frame, the 
bus becomes idle. 
The MAC layer described before gets the data from the LLC layer. The LLC field can be seen as 
an interface between the user and the MAC layer. It defines the format of the bits the MAC layer 
wants to have and returns back to the user. 

2.2.2 Arbitration Handling 

Now some additional information will be presented about one of the most important items of the 
CAN protocol, known as the arbitration handling. The idea in CAN is that during the arbitration 
field is decided what node is allowed to send a frame. Because CAN is "message addressed", each 
message has its own unique identifier. When two or more nodes detect the bus idle situation and 
receive a request to send a frame at almost the same time, it is obvious that this can result into a 
collision. CAN solves this problem as shown in figure 2.9. 
The picture shows a situation where 3 nodes start sending in the same clock cycle (bus is still 
detected as idle), they all will become transmitter. Frame 3 will detect a '0' as the second identifier 
bit, while it transmitted a '1'. 

'I' 

'0' 

'1' 

'0' 

'1 ' 

'0' 

Figure 2.9, Arbitration 
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In the figure to the left, a 
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node starts transmitting 
frame 3, the identifier starts 
with "0111100 



So here this node will become (and stay during the rest of the frame) a receiver. When the frame is 
finished, it can participate in the next arbitration again. So no queue is available that remembers 
the node lost arbitration and will have a higher priority during the next arbitration. The other two 
nodes both keep transmitting, until node 1 loses the arbitration. Now this node will become 
receiver too. No other nodes are participating in the arbitration anymore, so frame 2 will be 
transmitted. 
The "message addressing" can be influenced this way. The most important messages get the 
highest priority identifiers. 

2.2.3 Frame coding 

The encoding is Non-Retum-to-Zero. This means that after the bit is put on the bus, the bus keeps 
the same value until the next bit arrives on the bus. The advantage of this way of encoding is that 
the number of signal transitions of the message is minimised. The disadvantage is that there is a 
chance to lose the synchronisation. To tackle this, the frames are coded by the use of bitstuffing in 
the following fields: 
• Start of Frame, 
• Identifier, 
• Control, 
• Data, 
• CRC. 

When the node is in one of these states and five consecutive bits of the same value are counted an 
extra complementary stuff bit is inserted. Another reason is that because of the use of bitstuffing, 
in these fields the synchronisation of the nodes after an error is easy. 

2.2.4 Fault control 

An important part is the fault control. Although in CAN errors occur very seldom, the fault 
confinement part is quite complicated because the protocol must always be operational. There are 
4 modes a node can operate in. Every node has it's own Finite State Machine that defines this 
mode. The basic idea is that after startup the node becomes fully operational. Error counters keep 
track of the mode the FSM is in. When the node has detected a number of errors, the node gets a 
"lower priority". When the node keeps detecting errors, it will disconnect itself from the bus. In 
CAN terms the following occurs: 
• Error active mode, when a node is in the error active mode, it means that it is fully operational 

in transmitting frames or flags. So it can take part in the bus communication and send an active 
error flag when an error has been detected. An active error flag consists out of 6 dominant 
consecutive bits. 

• Error passive mode, when a node is error passive, it means that it is fully operational in the 
word of bus communication, the differences with an error active node is, that the error passive 
node is not allowed to send error-active flags. In stead of this, an error passive node sends error 
passive flags, (6 consecutive recessive bits) that can be overwritten by an error active node. The 
second difference is that when the node has finished sending a frame it has to detect 8 
consecutive recessive bits on the bus, until it is allowed to transmit another frame. 

• Bus off mode, when a node is bus off, is it not allowed to take part in the bus communication at 
all. If for instance a transistor in the node is broken, the node removes itself (after awhile) from 
the bus, without disturbing the communication too long. When the node is bus off, it has to 
detect 128 sequences of 11 recessive bits, in other words it has to detect 128 correct frames on 
the bus. Then it is possible to become in the error active mode again. 
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• Startup mode, when the node is in this mode, it means that the node is connected to an already 
working bus. Now the node initially counts the number of recessive bits that are detected. 
When the counter reaches eleven, it knows that the next dominant bit on the bus is the SOF bit 
of a new frame. Now a transition to the error active mode is made. 

In a Controller Area Network, several ways to detect errors are defined. These are: 
• Bitstuffing after 5 consecutive bits with the same bit level. 
• A 15 bit CRC check. 
The following errors can be detected. If one of these errors is detected, a error flag will be sent. 
• Bit errors, if the transmitting node detects a different bit on the node than expected. 

Exceptions are made in the Arbitration and in the Acknowledge fields. 
• Bitstuff errors, if the bit stuffing rule is violated. 
• CRC errors, if the CRC is not correct. 
• Frame errors, if a fixed form field contains not the expected fixed bits. 
• Acknowledgement errors, a transmitter detects an acknowledgement error, when it detects no 

dominant bit in the Acknowledgement field. 

When an error condition is met, the sending of an error frame starts immediately. This is shown in 
figure 2.10. When the node is in the error-active mode, the active error flag starts and ater the flag 
is finished an error delimiter finishes the error condition. 

000000 11111111 
........... .. 

idle Correct frame Active error Error delimiter idle 
flag 

.. 
At this moment an 
error is detected 

Figure 2.10, error at active node 

In case of an error passive node, the start of an error passive frame starts. This can be overruled by 
an error active flag of another node and is ended by an error delimiter. 

000000 11111111 

idle 
Correct frame Error Error Error delimiter 

passive active flag idle 

flag 
.. 

~ 
At this moment an The node detects a dominant 
error tS detected btt receives the active flag 

Figure 2.11, error at passive node 

As explained before, the mode of the node defines the type of error flag that is sent. A passive 
error flag may be (partially) overwritten by an active flag. The second part of the error flag is the 
error delimiter that consists out of seven recessive bits. 
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3 The implementation idea 

From now on we consider the implementation of the CAN protocol. The main units of the design 
are shown in figure 3.1. The PLS layer is implemented except for the analogue part. The MAC 
layer is implemented completely. The LLC layer can be seen as an interface between the user 
program that supplies I needs the LLC frames. This means there is no further implementation done 
in the core. The LLC frames are the input of the design. the bus samples are collected into LLC 
bytes and are output. 

Transmit Unit 

PLS 
implementation 

............ ~ 

Pre receive 
I transmit 

unit 

/ 
i 

Receive 
Unit 

Figure 3.1. The implementation 

Fault 
Control 

As stated before the CAN protocol standard doesn't define the situation how the network is set up. 
Therefore I assume that the speed is defined in the user program. So several options for setting up 
the network at speeds between the 20kbps and IMbps are implemented, to keep this as variable as 
possible. Note that a once chosen speed may NOT change during the transmission (otherwise the 
bit timing can not be done correctly anymore). 

The PLS implementation is explained in more detail in chapter 4. 
In figure 3.1 can be seen that the MAC layer is implemented as several units that inform each 
other by some kind of a handshaking mechanism. The MAC Control Unit is the hart of the MAC 
implementation. It controls all other units and receives information in return from the Pre receive I 
transmit. receive and fault Control Units. The MAC layer implementation is explained in full 
detail in chapter 5. 
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4 The PLS layer implementation 

The implementation is done in Visual HDL. This tool uses a kind of graphical programming. The 
VHDL can be entered as state machines, flowcharts, truth tables or just VHDL code. In this report 
the several units are shown as black boxes and the outputs will be explained. 

The PLS layer contains the following blocks: 
• PLS parameter 
• TQ generator 
• PLS state machine 
• PLS vacsubst unit 

These units will be described in full detail, in the following four paragraphs. 

4.1 PLS parameter unit 

This unit takes care of the division of the incoming (user defined) parameters into the precscaler, 
propagation, phase 1 , phase2, RJW and speed values. These values have to be concerned as 
constants, therefore no clock is attached to this unit. These six constants supply the can node with 
the information about the bus. 

4.2 TQ generator unit 

This unit takes care of the division of the oscillator clock into Time Quanta. In the protocol 
standard is explained, that the bit time must be divided into four segments, and each segment is 
divided into a number (1 - 8) of these Time Quanta. The state transitions in the PLS state machine 
only take place on a start of such a Time Quantum. The Time Quanta are generated out of the 
oscillator clock. This clock is divided by the prescaler value, which is defined by the user program. 
In the case as shown in figure 4.1, the Time Quanta are generated out of the oscillator clock and a 
prescaler value of three. 

L 
Figure 4.1, Time Quanta 

Note: The CAN standard doesn't mention about how the prescaler value is calculated. The user 
program has to define the value. 

4.3 PLS state machine unit 

This unit takes care of the bit time, as said before the bit time is divided into four segments, the 
synchronisation segment. the propagation segment, the phase1 segment and the phase2 segment. 
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Figure 4.2, bit time segmentation 

Here the four segments are the states. At this moment the state machine runs on the oscillator 
clock. Another option is to let the state machine run on the Time Quanta, because all state 
transitions can only be made Time Quantum when TQ is equal to '1'. I expect this would simplify 
the state machine, however in the first situation the design is more flexible and testable, therefore 
tbis is not implemented. In normal operation the state machine starts in the sync segment and goes 
via the transitions 1, 2, 3 and 4 back to the sync segment where the next bit is expected to be 
transmitted or received. When the bus was idle, after completing a frame or after startup, the state 
machine keeps running like in normal operation. When the detection is made that a node wants to 
transmit, via the transitions 5, 6 or 4 (depends in what state the machine is) an immediate return to 
the sync segment is made and the transmission or reception of the frame starts. 

statetest (2:0) 

•••••••••••• 
segm_length (3:0) 

PLS state 
machine 

unit 

Indication (1 :0) 

statetest (2:0) 
.............. ~ 

req (1:0) 
.............. ~ 

errocedge (4:0) 
.............. ~ 

syncdone (2:0) . ............. ~ 
segm.Jength (3:0) 

Figure 4.3, PLS state machine unit. 
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In figure 4.3 the inputs and outputs of the PLS state machine unit are shown. The registers are 
drawn as dotted lines, the (external) input and output signals as arrows. The next table 4.A 
describes the functionality of the outputs of this unit. 

Table 4.A, PLS output signals 

reset This signal is used to indicate that the state machine has to be reset to 
the synchronisation segment. 

outpls The actual value put on the bus 
HSOut Indicates the state of the bus one clockcycle ago. 
indication Two bits wide signal. The most significant bit represents the validation, 

the least significant bit represents the actual bitvalue. Indication is used 
to represent the bus sample. 

statetest Outputs the current se£ment the state machine is in. 
req Stores a request for the deliverance of the following bit, if the request 

cannot be granted immediately. The register is two bits wide, the most 
significant bit is the validation bit, and the least significant bit the 
requested bitvalue. 

errocedge Register used to count the number of TQ passed since the 
sync se£ment. This is used when a resynchronisation is necessary. 

syncdone Indicates whether an edge is detected in the prop_segment or in the 
phase1_segment. When this is the case the most significant bit becomes 
'1' and the two other bits indicate the number of TQ the 
phaseCsegment has to be lengthened. When the number of Time 
Quanta already past is smaller than the RJW value, the last two bits 
becomethis value, o!herwise they become the RJW value. 

segm_Iength Stores the number of TQ a segment contains. Every time a TQ passes, 
this register is decreased by one. When the value zero is reached, and 
the next TQ passes, a state transition must be made, and the register 
receives already the new length of the next segment. 
Note that because the maximum number of TQ in a segment is 8, a 3-bit 
register is required. The before mentioned problem about the segment length in 
relation to the resynchronisation requires in this implementation a 4 bit register, 
because the resynchronisation will be done. 

outbit Stores the b!tvalue that is put on the bus. 
hardsync Stores the "handshake" with the MAC Control Unit. It is used to know 

keep track of the situation of the bus: idle or occupied. 
prevbit When a bus sample is taken, this sample bit is stored in this register. When 

no sample is taken the register holds the old value. (used to check for an 
edge) 

Implementation of the sync_segment: 
The oscillator clock is divided by the prescaler value, to obtain the correct length of the Time 
Quanta. The several outputs react as follows: 
• indication: is supposed to stay "00" (no bus sample taken during this segment). 
• outpls: if a new request arrives, the requested bit is copied to outpls, otherwise the value 

stored in outbit is copied. 
• reset:' l' when the bus was idle and a recessive to dominant edge is detected, '0' in all other 

cases. 
• syncdone: hold "000", because in the sync_segment no resynchronisation is possible. 
• error _edge: reset to "00000" when the sync_segment is entered. When a Time Quantum 

passes (at the end of the sync_segment) the value is incremented by one. 
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• prevbit: holds the current value. 
• segm _length: gets the value of the number of TQ the prop_segment is long. 
• req: "00" if a reset occurs. When a new request enters it is copied to this register. 
• outbit: '0' or '1'. 
• hardsync: stores the HSIn value. 
• HSOut: outputs the value of the hardsync register. 

Implementation of the prop_segment: 
The several outputs are defined as follows: 
• indication: supposed to stay "00". 
• outpls: if a new request arrives, the requested bit is copied to outpls, otherwise the value 

stored in outbit is copied. 
• reset: becomes '1' when the bus was idle and a recessive to dominant edge is detected. 
• syncdone: holds the "000" when no edge is detected or a reset is given. At the moment an 

edge is detected (the new bitvalue arrived too late) it gets the correct value. 
• error _edge: register is reset when a transition to the sync_segment occurs. When a Time 

Quantum passes the value is incremented by one. 
• prevbit: Holds the value. 
• segm_Iength: Counts down to "0000". When the value zero is reached, and the next Time 

Quantum passes, a state transition must be made to the phasel segment, and the register 
receives already the new length of the next segment, if no edge was detected. When however 
an edge was detected, the new phasellength is added with the number of Time Quanta the 
edge was too late. 

• req: "00" if a reset occurs. When a new request enters it is copied to this register. 
• outbit: '0' or 'l' depends if in the sync_segment or during this segment a dominant or 

recessive bit is put on the bus. 
• hardsync: stores the HSln value. 
• HSOut: outputs the value of the hardsync register. 

Implementation of the phase1_ segment: 
The several outputs are defined as follows: 
• indication: takes the sample and sends it to the MAC layer units. The sample point is taken 

at the last oscillator clock-pulse before the state changes to the phase2 segment. 
• outpls: if a new request arrives, the requested bit is copied to outpls, otherwise the value 

stored in outbit is copied. 
• reset: becomes 'l' when the bus was idle and a recessive to dominant edge is detected. 
• syncdone: becomes the value "000" when a reset to the sync segment has to be made. It 

keeps the value "000" when no edge is detected. At the moment an edge is detected (the new 
bitvalue arrived too late) it gets the correct value. 

• error _edge: reset when a transition to the sync_segment occurs. When a TQ passes, the 
value is incremented by one. When an edge occurs (too late) then this register is read, to 
know how the number of TQ the edge was too late is in relation with the RJW value. 

• prevbit: stores the bitvalue that was sampled one TQ before, until a new sample is taken. 
• segm_Iength: Counts down to "0000". When the value zero is reached, and the next Time 

Quantum passes, a state transition must be made to the phasel segment, and the register 
receives already the new length of the next phase2 segment. 

• req: "00" if a reset occurs. When a new request enters it is copied to this register. 
• outbit: contains the bitvalue that is put as last on the bus. 
• hardsync: stores the HSIn value. 
• HSOut: outputs the value of the hardsync register. 

Implementation of the phase2_segment: 
The several outputs are defined as follows: 
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• indication: supposed to stay "00". 
• outpls: if a new request arrives, the requested bit is copied to outpls, otherwise the value 

stored in outbit is copied. 
• reset: becomes'!' when the bus was idle and a recessive to dominant edge is detected. 
• syncdone: holds the value "000". 
• error_edge: reset to "0000" when a transition to the sync_segment occurs. In the phase2 

segment, the expected number of TQ until the transition to the sync segment is input here. 
When a TQ passes the value is decrement by one. So in this time segment we use this 
counter to know how many TQ are still left to the end of the bit time. When an edge occurs 
(too early) then this register is read, to know how the number of TQ to go is in relation with 
the RJW value. 

• prevbit: stores the bitvalue that was sampled in the phase! segment. 
• segm_Iength: Counts down to "0000". When the value zero is reached, and the next Time 

Quantum passes, a state transition must be made to the sync_segment. When an edge occurs 
and the counter is not yet "0000", it is reset to "0000". 

• req: "00" if a reset occurs. When a new request enters it is copied to this register. 
• outbit: holds the last bitvalue that was put on the bus. 
• hardsync: The Hsin value is copied to this register. 
• HSOut: outputs the hardsync value to the MAC layer. 

4.4 PLS Var subst Unit 

This unit is designed to keep full control over several signals used in the PLS layer 
implementation. The unit is shown in the figure 4.4: 

syncdone (2:0) 
•••••••••••• 

segm_length (3:0) 
•••••••••••• 
errocedge (4:0) 
•••••••••••• 

statetest (2:0) 
•••••••••••• 

Vacsubst 
Unit 

Figure 4.4, Vacsubst Unit. 

Errocdec (4:0) 

The unit is a combinatorial circuit that is implemented as a flowchart. 
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The figure shows that this unit consist of several inputs from the state machine, and defines the 
correct values for the next clock cycle. Now a description of the outputs is given: 
• resetstate: This signal is used as a control signal in the PLS state machine. When the bus is 

idle, and a recessive to dominant edge or a request to transmit a bit occurs, than the state 
machine must make a transition to the sync_state. 

• edge: This signal is used in the state machine for the resynchronisation. It detects if a recessive 
to dominant or dominant to recessive edge occurs. 

• sync: This signal is used in the state machine to indicate that a resynchronisation must be 
done. 

• magnitude: This signal checks if the lengthening or shortening of the phasel and phase2 
respectively has to be done with the RJW value or not. 

• nextstate: This signal checks whether the current state has finished and a transition to a new 
state (segment) must be done. The counting itself is done in the PLS state machine unit. 

• Errocdec: This vector is used in the state diagram to indicate the decrease of the errocedge 
by one, used in the phase 1 segment. 
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5 The MAC layer implementation 

The MAC layer contains the following blocks: 
• Control Unit 
• Transmit Unit 
• Pre Receive I Transmit Unit 
• Receive Unit 
• Fault Confinement Unit 
These units will be described in fun detail, in the following five paragraphs. 

5.1 Control Unit 

In the introduction of this report, the several fields of a CAN frame in the MAC layer was 
described. In this paragraph the implementation of the frame is explained. The frame is 
implemented as a state machine with 19 states, in a way that each field exists out of at least one 
state. In every state the control bits for the unit that have to carry out the correct action are 
computed, so this Control Unit can be seen as the hart of the CAN protocol. The idea is shown in 
figure 5.1 

Transmit Receive other 

PLS layer 

Figure 5.1, Controller. 

Fault 
Control 

LLC layer 

The transitions during a correct frame transmission I reception are based on the busy bit generated 
by the Rx - unit. As long as this bit equals '1', it indicates that the field has not ended yet, and the 
state machine will hold the current state. 

The 19 states are uniquely encoded, this is done in a special way. The code is designed in such a 
way that a lot of information can be gathered from it. Because 19 states must be encoded,S bits 
are used. The information that is in the code is the error update information and if the state sends 
dominant, recessive bits or both. [BER96] 

Here in short the coding is showed. 
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Table 5.A, State encoding 

Statename 

Arbitration-1 
Arbitration-A 

01110 Arbitration-B 
01011 Control 
01101 Data 
01100 CRC-se uence 
10000 CRC-delimiter 
11001 Acknowled e-Tx 
00001 Acknowled e-Rx 
10001 Acknowled e-delimiter 
10010 EOF 
11110 Intermission 

111oo_-+=x:..=.=:=====----lI 

osition-1 

Bit 4: '1' then that state sends recessive bits. 
Bit 4 and 3: '00' then that state sends dominant bits. 
Bit 4 and 3: '01' then that state can send dominant and recessive bits. 
Bit 3 and 2: '01' then the receive error counter is incremented by 8, otherwise incremented by 1. 
The other bits are used for the definition of the unique states. 

In the following figure 5.2 the black box of the Control Unit is shown. The unit is clocked by the 
oscillator clock. 

mode 

ctrl 

error 

Control 
Unit Rxstate 

Txstate 

Sctrl (1:0) 

Figure 5.2, MAC Control Unit 
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Now in the following table 5.B the several possible values of the outputs are explained. 

Table 5.B, MAC control outputs 
Send '1': the node once was, or still is the transmitter of the current frame 

'0': the node never was the transmitter of the current frame 
T '1': the node is transmitting bits at the moment of time 

'0': the node is just receiving bits at the moment of time 
CRC_ctrl "00": Initialising the CRC unit 

"01": The CRC must be computed 
"10": The CRC will be compared 
"11": The CRC will be transmitted 

Nextbit '1': A new bit can be transmitted 
'0': No new bit is allowed to be transmitted 

HSOut ' 1 ': Bus is idle 
'0': Bus is occupied 

DSctrl ' 1 ': (De ) stuff unit has to be activated 
'0': (De)stuff UIlit has is not used 

Sctrl "00": Do nothing, when bus is idle or node is not error active I passive 
"01": not used 
"10": send next bit to be transmitted 
"11": hold the next bit to be transmitted and send a stuff bit 

Rxstate "xxxxx": State code 
Txstate "xxxxx": State code 

In the pictures below the 19 states are mapped on a MAC frame format. The upper frame in the 
figures 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 is the frame format as explained in the protocol for and standard frame, the 
lower frame is the mapping of the 19 states on the frame. Note in the figures below are only 15 
states shown. The other 4 states represent the error handling. 
For both cases the bit length of the fields is given. When the field has a fixed format the value is 
given. After the figures a short description of every state is given. 

.. 

idle 

o 11 bits 

S 
0 identifier 
F 

, 

, ! 

S Arbitra-
0 tion 1 
F 

o 8 bits 

1 
b 

R 
T 
R 

o 

I 
D 
E 

Arbitra-
tionA 

5 bits 

4 bits 

I 
.. 

R 
0 DLC 

.. , , 

i .. 
Control 

.. 
5 bits 

Figure 5.3, standard frame mapping idle - control 
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....................... ~ 

...•...... _ ......... 

idle 

............... 

............... , 

..... __ ._ ... 

o 11 bits 1 1 

S S I 
a identifier R D 
F R E 

S Arbitra- Arbitra-
a tion 1 tionA 
F 

o 8 bits 5 bits 

18 bits 

identifier 

Arbitration 
B 

19 bits 

1 
b 

R 
T 
R 

1 

R 
1 

1 4 bits 
.............. 

R 
0 DLC 

.. ............ 

I 
Control 

.............. 
6 bits 

Figure 5.4, extended frame mapping idle - control 

16 bits 2 bits 7 bits 3 bits / 11 bits 

0- 8 bytes CRC Ack- EOF Intermission 
data now-

ledge 
.. 

I I I i I I ........ _ ....................... .1.. 1 ! , 

0- 8 bytes CRC CRC A ACK End of Inter- idle 
data sequence del C del Frame mission 

K Suspend 

15 bits 1 1 1111111 III 11111111 

b 

Figure 5.5, both frames mapping data - idle 

Note: When the node is error active, the state after intermission is the idle state. When error passive the 
state after intermission is Suspend-Transmission. 

State Idle: 
The bus idle state. It can be of arbitrary length. When no node is sending, the bus is idle and the 
state machine is in this state. When a dominant bit is detected, the node enters the receive status, 
and a transition is made to the Arbitration-l state, to receive the fITst part of the arbitration field. 
When the node is error active I passive, and a request from the backend arrived to send a frame, 
a transition to the Start of Frame state is made, where the first dominant bit has to be sent. 

Tx State Hold Idle 
Rx State Hold Idle 
Nextbit Set '1' when a request to start a frame is generated 
eRe_ctrl Hold "00", until a '0' is detected, this bit is added to the eRe check and 

the new value will be "01", 
Sctrl Hold "10", (no stuff bit inserted) 
DSctrl '1' when a '0' is detected on the bus, hold '0' elsewhere 
HS out Hold' I' , (the bus is idle) 
T Hold '0', (node is not sending at the moment of time) 
Send Hold '0' , (no~e did n()t send) 

State Start of Frame: 
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During this state the pre-frame dominant bit will be transmitted. After that is done and the signal 
busy becomes '0', the state machine makes a transition to the Arbitration-l state. 

Tx State Hold Start of Frame 
Rx State Hold Start of Frame _ ..... 

Nextbit Set '1' when a request to start a frame was generated and the bus was idle 
CRC ctrl Hold "01" 
Sctrl Hold "10", (no stuffmg is done) 
DSctrl Hold '1', (to start the stuff counter) 
HS out Hold '0' (bus is occupied by this node) 
T Hold '1', (the node is sending at the moment of time) 
Send Hold '1', (the node is sending) 

State Arbitration-I: 
During this state, the ftrst 8 bits of the arbitration fteld are sent I received. After this is ftnished, a 
transition to the Arbitration-A state is made. In case of a biterror (' I' detected when '0' was 
sent) of a stuff error, a transition to the Active-Error-Overload (in case of an active-error node) 
or to the Passive-Error (in case of a passive-error node) state is made. When an arbitration-loss 
occurred, the T value changes from 'I' to '0', all the other signals keep their value 

Tx State Hold Arbitration-l 
Rx State Hold Arbitration-l 
Nextbit Set '1' whc;,n a request to start a frame was generated and the bus was idle 
CRC ctrl Hold "01" 
Sctrl As long as the node is error error active I passive, the value will be "10" or 

"11" 
DSctrl Hold' 1', (destuff unit activated) 
HS out Hold '0', (the bus is occupied) 
T Value depends whether the node is the transmitter 
Send Value depends whether the node once was transmitter of the current frame 

State Arbitration-A: 
During this state, ftrst the remaining three bits of the identifter are sent I received. The 5th 
arbitration bit (IDE, Identifter Extension) must be checked, to ftnd out whether we deal with a 
standard CAN frame or a extended CAN frame. When it seems to be a standard frame, a 
transition to the control fteld will be made, otherwise a transition to the Arbitration-B state is 
made, to send I receive the other bits of the arbitration fteld. When something goes wrong here 
also transitions to the Active-Error-Overload and Passive-Error states are available. When an 
arbitration loss occurs in this state, it is handled in the same way as in the Arbitration-l state. 

Tx State Hold Arbitration-A 
Rx State Hold Arbitration-A 
Nextbit Set '1' when a new bit is allowed to be transmitted (in send mode), 

otherwise Nextbit holds '0' 
CRC ctrl Hold "01" 
Sctrl As long as the node is error error active I passive, the value will be "10" or 

"II" 
DSctrl Bold' 1', (destuff unit ac:tivated) 
HS out Hold '0', (the bus is occupied) 
T Value depends whether the node is the transmitter 
Send Value depends whether the node once was transmitter of the current frame 

State Arbitration-B: 
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The remaining 18 bit identifier is sent I received here. After the work in this state is finished 
correctly, a transition to the Control state is made, otherwise a transition to the Active-Error -
Overload or Passive-Error state is made. When an arbitration loss occurs in this state, it is 
handled in the same way as in the Arbitration-l state. 

Tx State Hold Arbitration-B 
Rx State Hold Arbitration-B 
Nextbit Set 'I' when a new bit is allowed to be transmitted (in send mode), 

otherwise Nextbit holds '0' 
CRC ctrl Hold "01" 
Sctrl As long as the node is error error active I passive, the value will be "10" or 

"II" 
DSctrl Hold '1', (destuff unit activated) 
:E:IS_ouL - Hold '0', (the bus is occupied) 
T Value depends whether the node is the transmitter 
Send Value depends whether the node once was transmitter of the current frame 

State Control: 
During this state the 6 bit wide control field, of which the latter 4 bits describe the data length 
(DLC) is sent I received. The format is different for a standard and an extended frame, like 
shown in the figures 2.7 and 2.8. Transitions can be made to the Data, the CRC-Sequence or the 
Active-Error-Overload, Passive-Error states. 

Tx State Hold Control 
Rx State Hold Control 
Nextbit Set '1' when a new bit is allowed to be transmitted (in send mode), 

otherwise Nextbit holds '0' 
CRC ctrl Hold "01" 
Sctrl As long as the node is error error active I passive, the value will be "10" or 

"II" 
DSctrl Hold '1', (destuff unit activated) 
HS out Hold '0', (the bus is occupied) 
T Value depends whether the node is the transmitter 
Send Value depends whether the node once was transmitter of the current frame 

State Data: 
The Data state. During this state the data field is sent, the length of this field is already known 
because of the DLC bits, and is between 0 and 8 bytes. When the data is processed correctly a 
transition to the CRC-Sequence is made. Otherwise a transition to the Active-Error-Overload or 
to the Passive-Error is generated. 

Tx State Hold Data 
Rx State Hold Data 
Nextbit Set '1' when a new bit is allowed to be transmitted (in send mode), 

otherwise Nextbit is hold '0' 
CRC ctrl Hold "01" 
Sctrl As long as the node is error error active I passive, the value will be "10" or 

"II" 
DSctrl Hold' 1', (destuff unit activated) 
HS out !lold '0', (the bus is O<:!cupied) 
T Value depends whether the node is the transmitter 
Send Value depends whether the node once was transmitter of the current frame 
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State eRe-Sequence: 
The eRC sequence state. During this state all the units are prepared to transmit I receive the 
eRe field. 

Tx State Hold CRC sequence 
Rx State Hold CRC sequence 
Nextbit Set'!, when a new (crc) bit is allowed to be transmitted (in send mode), 

otherwise Nextbit is hold '0' 
CRe~ctrl Value depends whether the node is transmitter or receiver 
Sctrl As long as the node is error error active I passive, the value will be "10" or 

"II" 
DSctrl Hold' 1', (destuff unit activated) 
HS out Hold '0', (the bus is occupied) 
T Value depends whether the node is the transmitter 
Send Value depends whether the node once was transmitter of the current frame 

State eRe-Delimiter: 
During this state the transmit and Receive Units are forced into the CRC-Delimiter state. 

Tx State Hold CRC delimiter 
Rx State Hold CRC delimiter 
Nextbit Set '1' when a new bit is allowed to be transmitted (in send mode), 

otherwise Nextbit is hold '0' 
CRe ctrl Hold "00" 
Sctrl 
~. 

As long as the node is error error active I passive, the value will be "10" 
DSctrl Hold '0', (destuff unit not activated anymore) 
HS out Hold '0', (the bus is occupied) 
T yalue depends whether the node is the transmitter 
Send Value depends whether the node once was transmitter of the current frame 

State Acknowledge-Tx: 
The controller forces the Tx unit in the same state. The Rx unit is forced in the Acknowledge-Rx 
state to deal with the acknowledge. 

Tx State Hold Acknowledge Tx 
Rx State Hold Acknowledge Tx 
Nextbit Set '1' when a new bit is allowed to be transmitted (in send mode). 

otherwise Nextbit is hold '0' 
CRC ctrl Hold "00" 
Sctrl As long as the node is error error active I passive, the value will be "10" 

~t Hold '0', (destuffunit not activated anymore) 
Hold '0', (the bus is occupied) 
'1' 

Send VaJue depends whether the node once was transmitter of the current frame 

State Acknowledge-Rx: 
The Tx unit is ordered to sent the acknowledge, the Receive Unit is forced in the same state to 
check for the acknowledge bit. When this is done a transition to the Acknowledge-Delimiter 
state is made. 

Tx State Holel Acknowledge Rx 
Rx State Hold Acknowledge Rx 
Nextbit Set '1' when a new bit is allowed to be transmitted (in send mode), 
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otherwise Nextbit is hold '0' 
CRC3trl Hold "00" 
Sctrl As Ion as the node is error error active / assive, the value will be "10" 
DSctr=I ________ -+=H:.o==ld=~'O~'~,(~d~es=t~uff~u=m=·t~n=o~t~ac=t~iv~a=ted~a=n~m=o~re~)~ ________________ ~ 

t '0', (the bus is occu ied) 
e de ends whether the node is the transmitter 

Value de ends whether the node once was transmitter of the current frame 

State Acknowledge-Delimiter: 
During this state the sender sends the 2nd recessive bit. The receiver is not allowed to do 
anything here. So the Ack?x bit is always surrounded by 2 recessive bits. 

Tx State Hold Acknowledge Delimiter 
Rx State Hold Acknowledge Delimiter 
Nextbit Set '1' when a new bit is allowed to be transmitted (in send mode), 

otherwise Nextbit is hold '0' 
CRC ctrl Hold "00" 
Sctrl As long as the node is error error active / passive, the value will be "10" 
DSctrl Hold '0', (destuffunit not activated anymore) 
HS out Hold '0', (the bus is occupied) 
T Value depends whether the node is the transmitter 
Send Value depends whether the node once was transmitter of the current frame 

State End of Frame: 
Each data and remote frame is in normal mode ended by a sequence of 7 recessive bits. 

Tx State Hold End of Frame 
Rx State Hold End of Frame 
Nextbit Set '1' when a new bit is allowed to be transmitted (in send mode), 

otherwise Nextbit is hold '0' 
CRC ctrl Hold "00" 
Sctrl As long as the node is error error active / passive, the value will be "10" 
DSctrl Hold '0', (destuff unit not activated anymore) 
HS out Hold '0', (the bus is occupied) 
T '1' 
Send Value depends whether the node once was transmitter of the current frame 

State Intermission: 
This is the fIrst part of the so called interframe space. Both when the node is error active as error 
passive, the state machine lets the transmitter send three recessive bits, the bitstuff, bitdestuff 
and CRC modules are not supposed to be active. 
During the Intermission state, no node is allowed to start sending a frame 

Tx State Hold Intermission 
Rx State Hold Intermission 
Nextbit Set '1' when a new bit is allowed to be transmitted (in send mode), 

otherwise Nextbit is hold '0' 
CRC ctrl Hold ''00'' 
Sctrl As long as the node is error error active / passive, the value will be "10" 
DSctrl Hold '0', (destuff unit not activated anymore) 
HS out Hold '0', (the bus is occupied) 
T '1' 
Send Value depends whether the node once was transmitter of the current frame 
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State Suspend Transmission: 
Error passive nodes sent 8 recessive bits. When this is completed, without being overruled by an 
error active node that wants to start sending a frame, the node is allowed to send another frame. 
When during the sending ofthe eight recessive bits, an error active node starts sending a frame, 
the error passive node becomes a receiver. 

Tx State Hold Suspend Transmission 
Rx State Hold Suspend Transmission 
Nextbit Set 'I' when a new bit is allowed to be transmitted (in send mode), 

otherwise Nextbit is hold '0' 

~ctrl ~O"-
as the node is error error active I passive, the value will be "10" 

DSctrl o '0' , (destuff unit not activated anymore) 
HS out Hold '0', (the bus is occupied) 
T '1' 
Send Value depends whether the node once was transmitter of the current frame 

Now the situation that something goes wrong will be explained. Consider the mapping as shown in 
figure 5.6. The above picture is how the protocol handles an error at an active node. The picture 
below is how the states are mapped on the fields explained in the protocol. 

000000 11111111 .. "" 

idle Correct frame Active error Error delimiter idle 
flag 

00 .. 
At this moment an 
error is detected 

000000 1 1111111 
.. "" 

idle 
Correct frame Active-Error- Su Superpo-

Overload per sition-2 idle 

-1 

Figure 5.6, error mapping at active node 

In figure 5.7 the situation is shown when an error occurs at an error passive node. The above 
picture indicates the situation how the protocol handles it. The picture below is the state 
mapping done in the implementation. The states are explained afterwards. 
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000000 11111111 
.. .. 

idle 
Correct frame Error Error Error delimiter 

passive active flag idle 

flag 
.. .. 

~ .. 
At this moment an The node detects a dominant 
error IS detected bIt receives the active flag 

0000001 1111111 
... .. 

idle 
Correct frame Passive Superpo- Superpo-

Error sition-l sition-2 idle 

~!L ~!L 

At this moment an The node detects a dominant 
error IS detected bIt receives the active flag 

Figure 5.7, error mapping at passive node 

State Passive Error: 
During this state the transmitter sends a passive error flag (6 consecutive recessive bits). At the 
moment a dominant bit is detected on the bus (the passive errorfiag is overruled by a dominant 
node) a transition to the Superposition-l state is made. 

State Active Error Overload: 
Only error active states can reach this state. The Transmit Unit gets the duty to send an active 
error flag, or an overload flag. 

State Superposition 1: 
This state is implemented to count the error frame length. This state is entered when the error
passive flag a node is sending, is overruled by an error-active flag of another node. This state 
receives the other five dominant bits, in other words it waits for the next first recessive bit on the 
bus (the start of the error delimiter flag). 

State Superposition 2: 
This state is implemented to take care of the error delimiter flag. The finishing 7 out of 8 
recessive bits are put on the bus during this state. 

Now the above given information is explained by an example of a run of the strate machine. 
Suppose the frame will be received correctly, then the following happens: 

When the bus is idle we are in the idle state. At the moment a request is generated to send a 
frame, the state of the transmitting node will become Start of Frame. The state of the receiving 
node will stay idle. At the moment a receiving node detects the dominant Start of Frame bit on 
the bus, a transition to the Arbitration-l state is made, where the arbitration field is received. The 
transmitting node will also be in this Arbitration-l state after sending the Start of Frame bit. 
Here the fITst 8 bits of the identifier field are sent. The transmitting node also monitors the bus, 
and checks if the detected bits on the bus are the same as it has sent out. If a '0' is detected and a 
'1' is sent, then this means there is an arbitration loss, and the node becomes a receiver, if a '1' 
is detected while a '0' was sent, an error will be reported. After the Arbitration-l state, the 
Arbitration-A state is entered, by both the receiving and transmitting nodes. Here the last 3 bits 
of the identifier are sent I received. The fourth bit is the SRR I RTR bit and the fifth bit is 
monitored. When it is a '1' then it means that we deal with an extended frame, and a transition to 
the state Arbitration-B will be made. Otherwise we deal with a standard frame, and a transition 
to the control field is made. When it was an extended frame, in state Arbitration-B the last 18 
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identifier bits are sent I received. The last bit of this field is the RTR bit that indicates whether 
data is available or not. After this bit is finished a transition to the control field is made. 
In the control field the correct field is sent I received. If there is data available, then both 
transmitter and receiver nodes go to the data state, otherwise a transition into the CRC sequence 
state is made. Here the transmitter will send the 15 bit CRC value it has computed in the fields 
before. The receiver node compares the incoming CRC value with the self computed one. After 
the 15 bits are sent I received, the CRC-delimiter state is entered. After the CRC the 
Acknowledge field is entered. The transmitter will send a recessive bit here and all receivers will 
overrule this by a dominant bit. The Acknowledge field is ended by the sending I reception of 
the Acknowledge delimiter bit. Finally the End of Frame and interspace (intermission and when 
error-active Suspend Transmission) bits are transmitted I received. 

5.2 Pre Receive I Transmit Unit. 

This unit is also controlled by the MAC Control Unit. The unit is implemented as a flowchart in 
Visual HDL. In the following figure 5.8, the black box of the unit is shown. This unit is not 
explicitly clocked. Only the latched signals are clocked. This clock is the same oscillator clock as 
the other clocked units. These signals are drawn as dotted lines. 

control 

indestuff (1 :0) 

outstuff (1 :0) 

•••••••••••• 

Pre 
Receive / 
Transmit 

Unit 

ouUndication :0) 

••••••••••••• 
in_firstval (1 :0) 
••••••••••••• 
in_crcstore (14:0) 

• •••••••••••• 

Figure 5.8, Pre Receive I Transmit Unit 

The most significant bit of the indestuff and outs tuff vectors is the validation bit. The least 
significant bit the actual bus value. The indestuff input will be connected to the indication output 
of the PLS layer. So this is the value sampled from the bus. The outstuff vector only is available 
when the node is transmitting and stores the last bit put on the bus. 
The first task of this unit is comparing. The indestuff and outstuff (this vector arrives some clock 
cycles earlier, so the value is stored in the _frrstvalue signal) vectors are compared to each other 
for error or arbitration loss detection. When the node is in the receive mode, the compare is 
bypassed. 
The second task of this unit is to destuff the incoming bit sequence. Every time when 5 consecutive 
bits with the same value are detected (the 30unter signal), the next bit is removed from the 
sequence. 
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The third and final task of this unit is to feed this destuffed sequence to the crc part which 
computes, compares and transmits the crc. Let's go a bit deeper into the CRC implementation. 

The CRC is computed in the following MAC layer states: 
• Start of frame (SOF) 
• Arbitration-I 
• Arbitration-A 
• Arbitration-B 
• Control 
• Data 
When the node is transmitting, the CRC is put on the bus during the CRC-sequence state of the 
Transmit Unit. 
The flowchart checks the value of the 2 bit wide crc3trl input of the MAC layer: 
00 means that the CRC will be reset (and initialised). 
01 means that the CRC will be computed, according to the implementation suggested in the CAN 

standard. 
10 means that the CRC will be compared. At the moment that the MAC Control Unit is in the 

CRC sequence state, the incoming bits of the CRC are compared to the computed one. 
11 means that the CRC will be sent-out. The CRC is put on the bus. 

The reset implementation: 
Here simply all outputs are set to the initial values. 

The compute implementation: 
At the moment a new bit arrives at the input of the CRC unit, a check is made whether this bit is 
equal to the most significant bit of the current CRe. If not then the CRC is shifted to the left 
over one bit (a '0' is inserted as least significant bit) and this is xor-red with the generator 
polynomial 4599hex. When the result however was equal, only the shift-left operation is done. 
The outputs error and CRC will stay '0' because no error can be detected here and nothing is put 
on the CRC output in this function. 

The compare implementation: 
At the moment a new bit arrives at the input of the CRC unit, the computed CRC is rolled to the 
left over one bit. The output error indicates now whether the new arrived bit is equal to the most 
significant bit or not. The CRC output stays '0' because no output may be set on the bus in this 
function. 

The send-out implementation: 
At the moment a new bit arrives at the input of the CRC unit, the most significant bit in the 
register is put on the CRC output and the CRC is rolled to the left over 1 bit. The error output 
stays '0' because no error can be detected during this operation. (Possible errors are detected by 
the other, receiving nodes, which are in the compare function). 

Finally al the outputs of this unit are explained in the following table: 
(note: the latched signals are shown as ouC .. 1 in_ ... This means the ouC ... is the new value that 
is clocked into the unit after a positive clock edge.) 

CRC Only active in the crc sequence state of the frame. It passes a CRC 
bit to the Transmit Unit 

CRC error Indicates that an error in the CRC occured 
error Indicates whether the compare unit detected an error 
ouCdestuff The bus sample after destuffing 
state Indicates the MAC Control Unit (when the node is tranmitting) if 

the next bit must be a stuff bit or not 
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ouCcounter I in_counter Counts the number of consecutive bit that have the same value. 
Only active in the SOF, Arbitration, Control Data and CRC 
sequence fields 

out store I in store Stores the incoming (destuffed) bit 
ouCcrcstore I in_crcstore Shift register that is active in the SOF, Arbitration, Control and 

Data field to store the "updated" CRC value. _ ....... 

ouCfirstval1 in_firstval Stores the bit that is put on the bus by the Transmit Unit. When 
the node is receiving, the value stays "00" 

~ ....... 

ouctiming I in timing 
~ .. 

This bit is used to satisfy internal delays 

Internally two extra signals are implemented. First a counter is added for counting the 5 
consecutive bits of the same value. When there are 5 consecutive bits of the same value, the next 
bit is seen as a stuff bit, and is automatically removed from the bit sequence. The second signal 
stores the incoming bitvalue, so it can be compared with the following incoming bit, to check 
whether the bitvalue is the same or not. 

5.3 Transmit Unit. 

This unit takes care of the actual sending of the frames over the bus. The following frames can be 
sent: 
• Data frames 
• Remote frames 
• Error frames 
• Overload frames 

A five bit wide control input tells the Transmit Unit in which state the MAC layer Control Unit is. 
The bytes received from an Interface unit, are transmitted in the following states: 
• Arbitration-l 
• Arbitration-A 

• Arbitration-B 

• Control 

• Data 

The black box of the unit is shown in the next figure 5.9. The unit is implemented as a flowchart. 
The unit gets from the MAC Control Unit (Txstate input) the information in what state it has to 
operate. From an interface unit the LLC-Iayer bytes that have to be transmitted arrive. Each time a 
Nextbit event is generated one bit can be put on the bus. Note that this unit also contains the 
bitstuff handling and that this unit doesn't take care of any way of controlling. It is just a slave that 
outputs the incoming bytes bit by bit at the correct moment. 
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pacin (7:0) 

CRC 

Nextbit 

•••••••••••• 

Transmit 
Unit 

Figure 5.9, Transmit Unit 

In the following table the outputs of this unit are explained. 

outstuff (l :0) 

in_reg (1:0) 
••••••••••••• 

in_store (7 :0) 
• •••••••••••• 

In3eg The previous sent bit is stored here, to determine what value a stuff bit must 
have 

In_store A possible incoming 8 bit LLC vector is stored in this register, of which each 
Nextbit event one bit is transmitted 

outstuff The next bit to be sent out. This can be a stuff bit or a "user" bit 

State idle: 
The Transmit Unit waits till it receives a Nextbyte event. When that happens it knows that a byte 
is arrived on the par_in input and stored into the in_store register. 

State Start of Frame: 
Here the ftrst (dominant, SOF) bit is sent. When the input Nextbit becomes' 1', as an indication 
everything is ready for receiving the ftrst dominant bit, the oustuff output wil1 send it. It is 
possible that Nexbyte gets '1' in this state instead of during the idle state. Then of course the 
in_store register is ftlled during this state. 

State Arbitration~l: 
During this state, the ftrst 8 bits of the arbitration fteld are sent. The ftrst 8 bits are already stored 
in the out register. These are sent one by one during this function. 
• The outstuff output sends the most signiftcant bit in the out register, with the pre-indication 

, 1', to show outstuff has a new value. 
• The output register in_store is rolled by one position to the left, every time Nextbit becomes 

'1', and the most signiftcant bit is sent. When Nextbyte becomes '1' again, the new byte has 
arrived and is stored in the register. 
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State Arbitration-A, state Arbitration-B, state Control, state Data: 
The sent unit does exactly the same as in the Arbitration-l state is supposed to happen. 
• During Arbitration-A, the new pacin byte is the control field (standard CAN). 
• During Arbitration-B, the new pacin byte is the next byte of the arbitration field or (the last 

time) the control field (extended CAN). 
• During Control, the new pacin byte is the data field, if available. 
• During Data, the new pacin byte is the next byte of the data field. 

State CRC-sequence: 
The CRC sequence is sent, during this function. 
• The CRC input gets every Nextbit event the new CRC bit from the pre transmit I Receive 

Unit. This bit is passed to the outstuff, with a valid indicator. 
• The in_store register keeps the old value. 

State CRC-delimiter / Acknowledge-delimiter: 
The CRC and Acknowledge delimiters respectively are sent during this function. 
• The outstuff output sends a recessive bit, with valid indicator at the moment Nextbit is '1' 
• The in_store register keeps the old value. 

State Acknowledge-Tx, Acknowledge-Rx: 
When the node is sending the frame a recessive bit must be sent here. Otherwise the state of the 
node is Acknowledge-Rx and will sent a dominant bit. This dominant bit overwrites the 
recessive on the bus. 
• The outstuff output sends a recessive bit when the node is transmitter, otherwise a dominant 
bit. In both cases with valid indicator at the moment Nextbit is '1' 
• The in_store register keeps the current value. 

State End-or-Frame, Intermission, Suspend-Transmission: 
Each data and remote frame is ended by a sequence of 7 recessive bits. The transmission of these 
bits is what the Transmit Unit in the function End-of-Frame is taking care of. In the functions 
Intermission and Suspend-Transmission, the Transmit Unit takes care of the sending of three and 
eight recessive bits respectively. 
• The outstuff output sends the recessive bits, with valid indicator at the moments Nextbit is '1' 
• The in_store register keeps the current value. 

State Passive-Error: 
The Transmit Unit (both of sender of the frame as of the receiver of the frame) has to take care 
of the sending of the 6 recessive bits during this state. So every time the Nextbit signal is set to 
, 1 " to indicate a new bit has to be transmitted, the Transmit Unit will send it. 

State Active-Error-Overload: 
The Transmit Unit has to take care of the sending of the 6 dominant bits during this state. So 
every time the Nextbit signal is set to '1', to indicate a new bit has to be transmitted, the 
Transmit Unit will send it. 

State Superposition-I: 
The Transmit Unit has to take care of the sending of the requested bits during this state. So every 
time the Nextbit signal is set to '1', to indicate a new bit has to be transmitted, the Transmit Unit 
will send one. 

State Superposition-2: 
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The Transmit Unit has to take care of the sending of the requested recessive bits during this 
state. Every time the Nextbit signal is set to '1', to indicate a new bit has to be transmitted, the 
Transmit Unit will send a bit. 

This unit also takes care of the bitstuffing. Every time when 5 corresponding bits contain the same 
value (detected by the Pre Receive Unit), a stuff bit is inserted, independent if the new incoming 
bit also has the same value or not. The following states are concerned with the stuff part. 
• Start of Frame (SOF), 

• Arbitration-I, 

• Arbitration-A, 

• Arbitration·B, 

• Control, 

• Data, 

• CRC sequence. 

5.4 Receive Unit. 

The Receive Unit is always active, also when the node is transmitting. The unit is controlled by the 
Rxstate output of the state machine. The Receive Unit handles all the bit counting needed 
internally. The bits are collected bit by bit, and stored until a byte is complete to send it to the 
backend unit. The implementation is done as a flowchart. The process is activated by the inputs 
Rxstate and secin. 
In the following figure 5.10 the block diagram is shown. The unit is clocked by the same oscillator 
clock as the other units. 

DLC (3:0) 
~ ............ . 

Receive 
Unit 

Nodata 

DLC (3:0) . •••..•••...... ~ 
inp (7:0) ............... ~ 
count (2:0) .......•...... ~ 

Figure 5.10, Receive Unit 

This unit consists of 2 inputs (Rxstate and secin). The state machine of the Control Unit controls 
the Rxstate input. The secin input consists of 2 bits, the most significant bit is the indicator that a 
new bit has arrived, the least significant bit is the value of it. The secin input is the outdestuff 
output from the destuff unit. 
As long as the busy signal is '1' no state transition is allowed to be made. 
Now will be explained what happens during all those states: 
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State Idle: 
It can be of arbitrary length, all outputs are initialised (to zero). 

State Start of Frame: 
Here the ftrst (dominant) bit is detected. This means when the most signiftcant bit of secin 
becomes '1', the signal busy becomes '0', the bit can be received and a state transition will be 
made. The bit is extracted from the frame, so all other outputs keep the value zero. 

State Arbitration-I: 
During this state, the ftrst 8 bits of the de-stuffed arbitration fteld are received. At the last clock 
cycle of this state the received 8 bits are send to the backend unit, as a byte. (Note: At this 
moment during all the Arbitration states the bits are backwise shifted into the LLC byte.) 

Inp register Every new bit that arrives is shifted into this register 
Count register Counts the number of bits arrived in the state 
DLC register Hold "0000", not used in this state 
RTR register Hold '0', not used in this state 
Nodata Hold '0', (no information about the kind of frame is received yet) 
Acknowledge Hold '0', no acknowledge necessary 
Par_out When the 8th incoming bit arrives, the inp register is copied to this 

output, concatenated with the incoming bit, in all other cases the par_out 
holds "00000000". 

Nextbyte Holds '0' as long as par_out holds "00000000". The clock cycle a new 
par out byte is fmished the value becomes '1'. 

Busy Holds' l' as long as the 8th bit isn't received. When the 8th bit arrives 
the busy becomes '1' 

State Arbitration-A: 
During this state, the 5th arbitration bit is checked, to ftnd out whether we deal with a standard 
CAN frame or a extended CAN frame. When it seems to be a standard frame, a transition to the 
control fteld will be made, otherwise a transition to the Arbitration-B state is made, to send I 
receive the other bits of the arbitration fteld. 

Note: This state does during the first three bits the same as the Arbitration-l state. Because only in 
this way, a three bits counter is needed in stead of a four bits counter, the implementation is done like 
this. 

Inp register Every new bit that arrives is shifted into this register 
Count register Counts the number of bits arrived in the state. After the 5th incoming bit 

the counter is reset to "00 1" when it is a '0' and incremented by "1" 
otherwise 

DLC register Holds new value "0010", not used in this state, but it is already set up 
for use in the next state 

RTR register Hold '0', not used in this state 
Nodata Hold '0', (no information about the kind of frame is received yet) 
Acknowledge Hold '0', no acknowledge necessary 
Par_out When the 5th incoming bit is '0', the, inp register is copied to this 

output, concatenated with the incoming bit, in all other cases the par_out 
holds "00000000". 

Nextbyte Holds '0' as long as par_out holds "00000000". The clock cycle a new 
par out byte is ftnished the value becomes '1'. 

Busy Holds 'I' as long as the 5th bit isn't received. When the 5th bit arrives 
the busy becomes '1' 
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State Arbitration-B: 
During this state the "extended part" of the arbitration field is received. This results in two extra 
bytes send to the backend. 

Inp register Every new bit (except the 19th RTR bit) that arrives is shifted into this 
register. It is reset to "00000000" after the 2nd, the 10th and the 18th 
incoming bit. 

Count register Counts the number of bits arrived in the state. Every time the DLC 
register gets the new value the counter is reset to "000". At the end of 
this state the counter gets the value "00 1" because the control field in an 
extended frame is one bit shorter. 

DLC register Holds "0010" until the first two bits are received, than holds "0001" 
until the next 8 bits are received and holds the value "0000" until the last 
8 bits of the extended identifier are received. 

RTR register Hold '0' during the first 18 bits. The 19th bitvalue is copied into this 
register. 

Nodata Hold the value '0' 
Acknowledge Hold '0' no acknowledge necessary 
Pacout After the 2nd, the 10th and the 18th incoming bit in this state, the inp 

register is copied to this output, concatenated with the incoming bit, in 
all other cases the par out holds "00000000". 

Nextbyte Holds '0' as long as pacout holds "00000000". The clock cycle a new 
~ar=out byte is finished the value becomes '1'. 

Busy Holds '1' as long as the 19th bit in this state isn't received. When the 
19th bit arrives the busy becomes '1' for one clock cycle. 

-~ 

State Control: 
During this state the control field, of which the least significant four bits describe the data length 
is received. The formats are different in case of a standard or extended frame. 

Inp register Every new bit that arrives is shifted into this register 
Count register Counts the number of bits arrived in the state. When the counter had the 

value" 10 1" and a new bit arrives the counter is reset to "000". 
DLC register The last four bits in this field are shifted into this register. 
RTR register Hold the value 
Nodata Holds '0' until the last bit arrives. After the reception of the last bit, the 

value becomes' l' when the last four bits were all zero, or the RTR bit is 
'1' 

Acknowledge Hold '0', no acknowledge necessary 
Pacout When the last bit of this field arrives, the DLC value, concatenated with 

the new incoming bit and the RTR bit are put on this output. Note that 
th~ reserved bit in this field are NOT passed to this output. 

Nextbyte Holds '0' as long as par_out holds "00000000". The clock cycle a new 
par out byte is finished the value becomes '1'. 

Busy Holds '1' as long as the last bit of this field hasn't been received. When 
this bit arrives the busy becomes '1' 

State Data: 
During this state the data field is tackled. 

Inp register Every new bit that arrives is shifted into this register 
Count register Counts the number of bits arrived in the state. 
~C register .... Ev~ry time the counter counted 8 new incoming bits, the value is 
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decreased by "0001". Note that because of shifting the DLe field into 
this register, the value after sending the last data byte still is "0001". 
This is used in the eRe sequence state. 

RTR register Hold '0' 
Nodata Holds '0' until the last bit arrives, After the reception of the last bit, the 

value becomes' l' when the last four bits were all zero, or the RTR bit is 
'1' 

Acknowledge Hold '0', no acknowledge necessary 
Pacout Every time the counter counted 8 new bits, the 7 bits in the inp register 

are concatenated with the new incoming bit and passed through this 
outI'\lt. In all other situations the par out output holds "00000000". 

Nextbyte Holds '0' as long as pacout holds "00000000", The clock cycle a new 
par out byte is finished the value becomes '1'. 

Busy Holds '1' as long as DLe is not "0001" and the counter is not at "111". 

State eRe sequence: 
The eRe sequence is received during this function. The eRe sequence is 15 bit and is extracted 
from the frame. 

Inp register Every new bit that arrives is shifted into this register 
Count register Counts the number of bits arrived in the state. 
DLe register After receiving the first 8 bits of this field, the DLe register becomes the 

value "0000", 
RTR register Hold '0' 
Nodata Holds '0' 
Acknowledge Hold '0' no acknowledge necessary 
Par out Holds "00000000", 
Nextbyte Holds '0' as long as par_out holds "00000000", The clock cycle a new 

par out byte is finished the value becomes '1'. 
Busy Holds '1' as long as DLe is not "0000 and the counter is not at "110". 

Then it becomes '0' for one clock cycle. 

State eRe delimiter: 
During this state the incoming recessive delimiter bit is extracted from the frame. 

Inp register Holds "00000000" 
Count register Holds "000" 
DLC register Holds "0000" 
RTR register Hold '0' 
Nodata Holds '0' 
Acknowledge Hold '0' 
Par out Holds "00000000", 
Nextbyte Holds '0' 
Busy Holds' l' until the clock cycle the eRe delimiter bit arrives. 

State Acknowledge Tx: 
Not used in the Receive Unit. 

State Acknowledge Rx: 
The receiver overwrites (when correctly received the frame) the incoming recessive bit by a 
dominant one, during this state. 

I Inp register I Holds "00000000" 
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Count register Holds "000" 
DLC register Holds "0000" 
RTR register Hold '0' 
Nodata Holds '0' 
Acknowledge Set to '1' 'Yhen the acknowledge bit arrives 
Par out Holds ''00000000''. 
Nextbyte Holds '0' 
Busy Holds' l' until the clock cycle the Acknowledge bit arrives. 

State Acknowledge delimiter: 
During this state the second recessive bit is received. The receiver is not allowed to do anything 
here. 

Inp register Holds "00000000" 
Count register Holds "000" 
DLC register Holds "0000" 
R TR register Hold '0' 
Nodata Holds '0' 
Acknowledge Hold '0' 
Par out Holds "00000000". 
Nextbyte Holds '0' 
Busy Holds '1' until the clock cycle the Acknowledge delimiter bit arrives. 

State End of Frame: 
Each data and remote frame is ended by a sequence of 7 recessive bits. The reception of these 
bits is what this state is taking care of. 

Inp register Holds "00000000" 
Count register Counts the number of incoming recessive bits 
DLC register Holds "0000" 
RTR register Hold '0' 
Nodata Holds '0' 
Acknowledge Hold '0' 
Par out Holds ''00000000''. 
Nextbyte Holds '0' 
Busy Holds' l' until the clock cycle the 7th bit arrives. 

State Intermission: 
During this state three recessive intermission bits are received. 

Inp register Holds "00000000" 
Count register Counts the number of recessive bits that are received in this state, it is 

reset to "000" after the 3rd incoming bit 
register Holds "0000" 

RTR register Hold '0' 
Nodata Holds '0' 
Acknowledge Hold '0' 
Par out Holds "00000000". 
Nextbyte Holds '0' 
Busy Holds' l' until the clock cycle the 3rd recessive bit in this state arrives. 

State Suspend Transmission: 
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During this state three recessive intermission bits are received. 

Inp register Holds "00000000" 
Count register Counts the number of recessive bits that are received in this state, it is 

reset to "000" after the 8th incoming bit 
DLC register Holds "0000" 
RTR register Hold '0' 
Nodata Holds '0' 
Acknowledge Hold '0' 
Par out Holds "00000000". 
Nextbyte Holds '0' 
Busy Holds' l' until the clock cycle the 8th recessive bit in this state arrives. 

State Passive-Error: 
When receiving, the decision is taken that a passive error flag (6 consecutive 'l'-s) have to be 
sent by the Transmit Unit. 

Inp register Holds "00000000" 
Count register Counts the number of recessive bits that are received in this state, it is 

reset to "000" after the 6th incoming recessive bit. When a dominant bit 
is detected the counter is reset to "001" 

DLC register Holds "0000" 
RTR register Hold '0' 
Nodata Holds '0' 
Acknowledge Hold '0' 
Par out Holds "00000000". 
Nextbyte Holds '0' 
Busy Holds '1' until the clock cycle the 6th recessive bit in this state arrives, 

or when a dominant bit is detected on the bus. 

State Active-Error-Overload: 
This state is entered when a receiver that is working in the error-active mode detects an error. 
During this state the transmitter has to send the active error or overload flag. 

Inp register Holds "00000000" 
Count register Counts the number of dominant bits that are received in this state, it is 

reset to "000" after the counter reaches "WI" and a new bit is detected 
DLC register Holds "0000" 
RTR register Hold '0' 
Nodata Holds '0' 
Acknowledge Hold '0' 

~ 
Holds "00000000". 

, 

Holds '1' until the clock cycle the error or overload flag is completed 

State Superposition-I: 
Waits for the first recessive bit after passive-error flag is overruled by a active one. 

In re ister Holds "00000000" 
~~~---------+~~ 

Count register Counts the number of dominant bits that are received in this state, it is 
reset to "001" after the 1st incomin recessive bit 

------+~H~olds "0000" ~===-=--=-=-=:"='=-=-=-=':"'--------I 

Hold '0' 
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Nodata Holds '0' 
Acknowledge Hold '0' 
Par out Holds ''00000000'' 
Nextbyte Holds '0' 
Busy Holds' l' until the clock cycle the 1st recessive bit in this state arrives 

State Superposition-2: 

Inp register Holds "00000000" 
Count register Counts the number of recessive bits of the error I overload delimiter that 

are received in this state, it is reset to "000" after the 7th incoming bit 
DLC register Holds "0000" 
RTR register Hold '0' 
Nodata Holds '0' 
Acknowledge Hold '0' 
Par out Holds "00000000" 
Nextbyte Holds '0' 

Holds 'I' until the clock cycle the 7th recessive bit in this state arrives 

As a summary, in the following figure 5.9, the bytes that are received and send to the backend unit 
are graphically shown. These bytes are the split-up LLC frames. Note that at this moment the bytes 
may have another format than most other CAN cores. This however is a matter how the bits are 
shifted into the inp register, and can be adjusted without problems. 

• Standard CAN frame with i data bytes: 

msb Isb 

ID ID ID ID ID ID ID ID 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 byte 1 

ID ID ID 
0 0 0 0 IDE 0 1 2 byte 2 

OLe OLe OLe OLe 
0 0 RO RTR 3 2 I 0 byte 3 

byte 4 

byte i + 3 

Figure 5.11, standard CAN reception 
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• Extended CAN frame with i data bytes: 

msb Isb 

ID ID ]) ) ID ID ID ID 
3 4 7 8 9 10 byte 1 

I I I 
ID 

I 
ID 

I I~] ~Tfl 0 0 27 28 IDE byte 2 

I 
ID 

I 
ID 

I 
ID 

I 
ID 

I 
ID 

I 
ID 

I 
ID 

I 
ID 

I 
byte 3 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

ID ID ID ID ID ID ID 
11 12 13 15 17 18 byte 4 

OLC OLC OLC OLe 
0 Rl RTR 3 2 1 0 byteS 

I ~[ I ~[ I ~[ I ~[ I ~l I ~[ I ~l I ~J byte 6 

Oi Di Di Di Di Di Oi Oi 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 byte i + S 

Figure 5.12, extended CAN reception 

5.5 Fault Confinement Unit. 

The final part of the actual bitprocessor is the Fault Confinement Unit. This unit takes care of all 
the possible errors during the transmission I reception of the frames. Like said in chapter 2, The 
following errors can occur: Bit errors, frame errors, bitstuff errors, acknowledge errors and CRC 
errors. The several units in the MAC layer will detect these errors and inform the fault Control 
Unit about this. The Fault Confinement Unit will bundle these error outputs, and handle them 
properly. 

The Fault Confmement Unit is shown in figure 5.13 
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comp (2:0) 

state (4:0) 

sendeo (1 :0) 

ouccount2 (2:0) 
•••••••••••• 
ouCcountl (3:0) 

•••••••••••• 

Fault 
Confinement 

Unit 

startup 

error (1:0) 

in_count (2:0) . ............ ~ 
in_countl (3:0) . ............ ~ 

Figure 5.13, Fault Confinement Unit 

Next to the several errors that are detected by the other units, at the implementation level we use 
the following variables, to check for all possible errors: 
• BitError: This is used for the check if a bit error was detected. Bit errors occur when the 

Receive Unit of the sending node detects a different bitvalue then the Transmit Unit sent. All 
the other (already receiving) nodes cannot detect these errors. When the (error active or error 
passive) node is sending in the states Arbitration-I, Arbitration-A or Arbitration-B, a bit error 
detection dominant instead of recessive means another node is sending an arbitration field with 
a higher priority, and therefore the node must become a receiver. In the states SOF, Control, 
Data, CRC delimiter, Ack delimiter, EOF, Intermission, and Superposition-2 a "no match" 
will result in a biterror = 'I' indication. 

• Overload: An overload indication is given when a receiver node detects a '0' bit in the 
intermission part of the frame 

• ArbitLoss: When a sending node lost the arbitration, so when we are in the Arbitration-I, 
Arbitration-A or Arbitration-B state and a dominant bit is detected while a recessive bit was 
sent. Now ArbitLoss becomes' 1 '. 

• CRC error: This indication is '1' when we are in the CRC sequence state, the CRC part of the 
Pre Receive I Transmit Unit send an error indication. 

• AckError: When an acknowledge error is detected. 
• FrameError: A frame error is detected when one of the pre-defined bits is not received 

correctly. These are: 
State Start of Frame, a 'I' is detected instead of a '0'. 
State CRC-delimiter, a '0' is detected instead of a 'I'. 
State Acknowledge Rx, a '1' is detected instead of a '0'. 
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State Acknowledge-delimiter, a '0' is detected instead of a '1'. 
State Superposition-2, a '0' is detected. 

The outputs of this unit are implemented with the following idea: 
• Startup: This bit indicates an interface that the startup synchronisation is finished. The new 

node is in the state idle and knows that the next '0' -bit is a Start of Frame bit. 
• Error: This 2 bits output to the interface unit. It indicates the following: 

"00": everything is OK. 
"01 ": Arbitration Loss. 
"10": Error. 
"11": Overload. 

It also is connected to the Receive Unit, so in case an error is detected, the Receive Units gets 
this information and can reset its counters. 

• Mode: this 2 bit output is feed back to the Fault Confinement Unit, and set as input to an 
interface and the MAC-Control Unit. The correct mode the bitprocessor must have the next 
clock cycle is output here. 

"00": start up. 
"01": Buss off. 
"10": Error active. 
"11": Error passive. 

During the startup phase of a new node attached to the network, the input init indicates that the 
node is still in the startup phase. No sending etc., is allowed for this node. It will be constantly in 
the state idle. The synchronisation with the rest of the network is done by counting the number of 
consecutive '1' bits. At the moment 11 recessive bits are counted the node knows that the next '0' 
on the bus is the SOF bit. From this moment the node is attached to the network successfully. 

In the Fault Confinement Unit also the error counters are implemented. For this two 8-bit registers 
are used. One for the TEC (Transmit Error Counter) and one for the REC (Receive Error Counter). 
Because the node is either sending or receiving, it can be implemented like this. When both 
counters are between 0 and 127 (decimal counting) the mode of the node is error active. At the 
moment one of the counters exceeds the 127, the node enters the error passive mode. At the 
moment one of the counters exceeds the 255 the node is put in the bus off mode. 
For counting down the same counter are used. After a successful frame transmission I reception, 
the corresponding error counter is decreased by 1. When the node was in the error passive mode 
and both counters become below the 127 value, the mode becomes error active again. When the 
node was bus off, then 128 frames must be received successfully, before the node is allowed to 
access the network again. Now both counters are reset to the value O. 
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6 Testing 

For testing purposes, some internal signals can be fed to the outside world. These are for example: 
• The mode of the node. 
• The error I overload signalling. 
• The state in which the MAC-Control Unit is working. 
• The state in which an error occurred (from this code, the number of that the error counter must 

be adapted is also available). 

At this moment the testing is just done as simulations, a complete test interface is not ready yet. 
The test idea is to design an easy interface were the LLC bytes are inputted directly from the serial 
port of the computer into the testing board. A return block acts as bus and will return the incoming 
bits directly. So the LLC bytes that are returned to the computer are the incoming bits. 

But first different frames are tried to send manually to simulate the design. 
Here we used several frames, standard as well as extended, correct frames, wrong frames to test 
the error handling. Furthermore the resynchronisation is simulated. Simulation results for two 
different frames in different situations are added in the appendices. 

In appendix A we see a standard remote frame. The node is receiver. At the detection of a '0' 
(outdestuff = "10") the Rxstate moves from idle (" 11111") to Arbitration-1 ("01000"). When 8 
bits are received a transition (busy becomes '0') to the Arbitration-A state is made. Meanwhile the 
stored 8 bits that were received during the Arbitration-l state are output as an LLC byte (via 
pacout and Nexbyte becomes 'I' to indicate pacout contains a new byte). In the same way the 
transitions to the Arbitration-A ("01010") and CRC-sequence state ("01100") are done. Note that 
around time 197Ons, a stuff bit was removed. On the second page of appendix A we see that the 
states CRC-delimiter ("10000"), Acknowledge-Rx ("00001"), Acknowledge-Delimiter ("10001"), 
End of Frame ("10010") and Intermission ("11110") are done. After that the bus becomes idle 
again, till at time 2700ns a new dominant bit is detected on the bus. 
During the Acknowledge-Rx state the Transmit Unit of the receiving node makes the acknowledge 
(Txstate = "00001" and outstuff becomes "10"). After the Acknowledge --delimiter, the Receive 
Error Counter is decremented by one, because the frame was received correctly. 

In appendix B we see a more complicated situation. The node is connected to a network that 
already is in operation. It is not allowed to deal in the bus communiction until the startup is 
finished. When 11 consecutive recessive bits are received, mode becomes "10", indicating the 
node is in the error-active mode. When the error active node receives a request to sent a frame, and 
the bus was idle, a transition to the Start of Frame state is made. After that is starts sending the 
identifier (Arbitration-I, Arbitration-A and Arbitration-B state because it seems to be an extended 
frame). Every time a LLC byte is filled, par_out delivers it. The frame is a data frame, so a 
transition to the Data ("01101") state is made. The data is 2 bytes. After that the CRC-sequence 
state is entered and de cre is transmitted. Just after 3250ns an error is detected (outdestuff = "11" 
on the bus while outstuff = "10 was put on the bus.) The node was error-active, so a transition to 
the Active-Error-Overload state ("00100") is made and the Transmit Error Counter is upgraded by 
the correct value. After the 6 bits of the error frame are sent, a transition to the Superposition-l 
state is made. That waits till the first recessive bit of the error-<lelimiter is put on the bus. When 
that happens (all nodes have finished sending the error-flag) a transition to the Superposition-2 
state is made and the other bits of the error-delimiter are tackled. Finally the Intermission state is 
entered and the bus becomes idle again. 
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7 Design synthesis 

After implementing the bitprocessor graphically, the design had to be synthesised. This can be 
done in two steps. First a netlist is created by a tool named Galileo. Later on, Galileo was replaced 
by a tool named Leonardo spectrum. Afterwards this netlist is fed to MaxPlus2 that routes the 
design into the selected FPGA. 
The FPGA we use here is the Altera FlexlOk50RC240. In figure 7.1, a layout diagram of this 
FPGA is shown. 

Column interconnect 

;_ .. _ ..................................... _ .. _ .... _ ......... .. 

I 
!Logic 
iArray 

I 
~ 

Row interconnect 

I 
I 
I ' :.................. .~u. _ ............................. _. _~~ 

Local 
inter- Logic 

connect element 

Figure 7.1, Flex 10k layout 

The FPGA exists out of logic arrays and embedded arrays. 
A logic array is used to implement the general logic, and is divided into several logic array blocks. 
Each logic array block is divided into a local interconnect and eight logic element. A logic element 
consists out of a 4-input lookup table (LUT) that can lookup a logical function that exists out of 
four variables (this way of implementing is faster than when the result should be computed), a 
programmable flipflop and dedicated signal paths for carry and cascade functions. 
An embedded array consists out of several EAB's (embedded array blocks), to implement memory 
and specialised logic functions. Memories can be configured in any of the following sizes: 256x8, 
512x4, 1024x2 and 2048xl. The CAN core consists at this moment no needs to use the EAB's. So 
therefore these blocks aren't mentioned any further here. 

The schematic example of such a logic element is shown in figure 7.2: 
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Figure 7.2, logic element layout 
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We see that there is a four input LUT, which is a function generator that can quickly compute any 
function of 4 variables. Furthermore there is a synchronous flipflop that can be programmed as D, 
JK, T or SR. The flipflop can be by-passed. The carry chain provides fast carry forwards between 
the LE's. The cascade chain is used to implement functions that have a wide fan in. Adjacent 
LUT's are used to compute parts of the function in parallel. The cascade chain serially connects 
the intermediate values, by using AND or OR gates. 

Here several problems occurred with respect to the use of variables. In a state diagram no variables 
are allowed if we program as "in-state". So the code had to be rewritten or by using only enter or 
exit states in Visual HDL, or by controlling the variables myself. I decided to choose for the latter 
option. 
Another problem was that if the signals were not defined in every possible state, then so called 
interfered latches occur, because every signal that is not defined in a state is latched. This caused 
some extra code in VHDL, but the design itself will now be smaller. 

About the speed of the CAN controller we can say the following. 
The PLS layer block is the critical block in the design. According to the CAN specifications A 
maximum speed of IMbitlsec. must be reached. For 1 bit, the minimal number of time quanta is 8, 
so a clock frequency of 8MHz will guarantee this limit (every Time Quantum is one clock cycle). 
The slowest possible speed is when the bit time is divided into 25 Time Quanta and every Time 
Quantum exists out of 32 clock pulses. (25 x 32 = 800 clock pulses for one bit time) When the 
minimum transmission speed must be 20kbps, then the maximum oscillator frequency is 16 Mhz. 
In summary, the oscillator frequency must be within 8Mhz and 16Mhz to guarantee all the speeds. 

In the following tables the results are showed after passing the several units through the synthesise 
tools. The first number is the number of Logic Cells (LC' s) that the unit claims in the FPGA. The 
second number is the maximum clock frequency the unit can operate in (MHz) according to the 
tools. Note that the numbers in table 7.A and 7.B are without further optimizing in Leonardo 
Spectrum and a trade off of 50% between area and space in Max Plus 2 
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a e T bl 7 A th .. ,sym eSlSlng part 1 

~ ... 
Leonardo (minimal area) Leonardo (minimal delay) 

, , 
24.6 PLS Unit 210 , 18.9 234 , , 

MAC Control Unit 151 
, 

35.7 172 
, 

46.1 , , 

Pre Receive I Transmit Unit 75 : 46.5 81 : 48.5 
Transmit Unit 45 42.4 52 , 40.5 , 

Receive Unit 182 : 20.7 267 , 32.2 · 
Fault Control Unit 287 16.8 387 · 20.2 · · · 

a e T bl 7B h .. • synt eSlsmg part 2 
Max plus 2 (minimal area) Max plus 2 (minimal delay) 

PLS Unit 205 · 14.7 225 
, 

17.2 · · · , 

MAC Control Unit 156 , 30.0 175 , 36.6 , , 

Pre Receive I Transmit Unit 76 
, 

33.1 81 
, 

37.3 , , , , 
Transmit Unit 45 

, 
53.5 52 48.3 , : , 

Receive Unit 183 : 25.2 263 
, 

28.3 , 

Fault Control Unit 289 
, 

14.7 390 
, 

16.2 , , , , 

The results show that the Fault Control Unit and the PLS Unit ere the most slowest units. The 
Fault Control Unit outputs however are connected to the MAC Control Unit and the interface to 
the LLC layer. The PLS layer outputs are connected to the Pre Receive I Transmit Unit, in which 
only the registers are clocked and the unit itself not. So this will introduce a longer path in the final 
CAN design than the Fault Control Unit. In that way can be stated that the PLS Unit is the most 
critical unit in the design, in respect to the final maximal clock frequency of the CAN core. 

After this the CAN core itself is synthesised. The tools can be forced into several options for 
optimising area or speed of the design. Leonardo Spectrum can be optimised for delay or area in 
the first step. Later on the several units in the design can be optimised too. Max Plus 2 can be 
optimised in 10 grades from area to delay. This gives numerous options to optimise the design for 
area, delay or something in between. Not all possibilities are tried yet. The results vary from 
almost 1000 Logic Cells at 8Mhz clock frequency to over 1200 Logic Cells at a maximum clock 
frequency over 11 Mhz. 
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8 Conclusions 

This report will be finished with some conclusions and recommendations about the 
implementation of a CAN core. 

First of all can be said that this CAN controller is anown design, based on the development done 
by [DRI96] and [BER96] at the Eindhoven University of Technology. Several problems are 
differently solved than in other CAN cores. 

The whole design works on one oscillator clock that has to be at least 8 MHz to satisfy the speed 
claims of CAN. 

The design is implemented and simulated in the tool Visual HDL. Implemented are the PLS Unit 
that takes care of the PLS layer in the CAN protocol, the MAC Control Unit, the Pre Receive I 
Transmit Unit, the Transmit Unit, the Receive Unit and the Fault Control Unit that all take care of 
the MAC layer of the CAN protocol. As far as the CAN core is implemented the simulations show 
a correct functionality. 

Furthennore the design is synthesised without errors and warnings by the tools Leonardo spectrum 
and Max+plusll. The design is between 950 and 1250 Logic cells large. In the by TNO used 
FGGA is place for 2880 Logic cells. So it is possible to implement this CAN core together with a 
microprocessor (for instance the 8051) in one Flex 10k FPGA. According to the tools, the speed of 
the CAN core ranges from the minimum 8 MHz (combined with the smallest number of Logic 
cells) to over IIMhz. 

At this moment the design is not yet tested in the FPGA on the test board. To test this a small 
interface that assumes the computer delivers and accepts the (LLC) bytes is under construction. 
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